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This text may be freely downloaded and translated by individuals or organisations for conversion 

into other accessible formats.  Alternative, accessible formats can also be provided.  Please contact 

us to discuss your requirements.  

If you have other needs in this regard please contact the Department. 

 

This consultation will run from Monday 16 August 2021 to Thursday 30 September 2021. 

 

Active Travel Branch 

Rm 3.09 

Department for Infrastructure 

Clarence Court 

10-18 Adelaide Street 

Belfast 

BT2 8GB 

Email: activetravel@infrastructure-ni.gov.uk 

 

 Crown copyright 2021  

 

Copyright in the typographical arrangement rests with the Crown. 

 

You may re-use this information (not including logos or third-party material) free of charge in any 

format or medium, under the terms of the Open Government Licence v3.0. To view this licence visit 

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/version/3 or write to the 

Information Policy Team, The National Archives, Kew, London TW9 4DU, or e-mail: 

psi@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk. 

 

Where we have identified any third-party copyright information you will need to obtain permission 

from the copyright holders concerned. 

  

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/version/3
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Executive Summary 

 

The Comber Greenway is a 6½ mile shared use off-road (i.e. traffic-free) path almost entirely 

along the route of the former Belfast and County Down Railway mainline.  Running from 

Ravenscroft Avenue car park, Belfast to Belfast Road, Comber, the greenway forms part of a 

planned 1,000km greenway network across Northern Ireland aimed at bringing potential 

benefits in the areas of physical and mental health and wellbeing, physical activity, active travel, 

social inclusion, tourism and strengthening of the local economy.  

Since its construction, there has been no lighting on the greenway from Beersbridge Road to 

Comber.   This appears to be one of the reasons why, during the winter months, the use of the 

greenway drops away.  The provision of some form of lighting along all or part of the greenway 

could help to encourage people to continue to use it after sunset. 

The purpose of this public consultation is to gather views and comments as to whether lighting 

should be provided on the Comber Greenway, and if so over what sections.  Should a decision be 

made to install lighting this would be done on a trial or pilot basis. 

This consultation will run from 16th August 2021 to 30th September 2021.  Information about 

how to respond is provided later in this document.  
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The Comber Greenway  

 

The Comber Greenway was constructed in 2008 and is currently in the ownership of the 

Department for Infrastructure (DfI).  It is a 6.5 mile shared use path almost entirely along the 

route of the former Belfast and County Down Railway line between Ravenscroft Avenue car 

park, Belfast and Belfast Road, Comber.   

The Greenway has become a popular amenity in the area, used by walkers, runners, wheelers 

and cyclists, including a significant number of cycling commuters.  During the three years 

2017/18 – 2019/20, it saw an average of around 370 cycling journeys and 300 walking journeys 

daily during the six months April – September, with annual usage levels of around 190,000 

journeys at Abbey Road, Belfast and around 140,000 journeys at Belfast Road, Comber.  A long 

section of the urban Greenway, between Holywood Arches and Millmount Road was widened in 

2018 to 4m, and this is expected to further increase usage.  In 2020/21 annual usage increased 

to 370,000 at Abbey Road, Belfast and 250,000 at Belfast Road, Comber. 

Although the Greenway is already well utilised, the Department is keen to maximise the positive 

impacts of the Greenway for local communities and businesses, especially in the winter months.     

The Greenway is primarily urban for 4.8 miles from Ravenscroft Avenue to the Billy Neill Soccer 

Centre and mostly rural for the remaining 1.7 miles to Comber.  There is a very short length of 

lighting along the urban section from Ravenscroft Avenue car park to Beersbridge Road.   
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The Case for Lighting 

 

The Comber Greenway is used more extensively during the brighter and warmer months of the 

year.  For example, in June and July 2020 there were an estimated 74,000 movements (walking 

and cycling) at the Abbey Road counter, whereas in December 2020 / January 2021 there were 

an estimated 39,000 at the same location. 

In rough terms, throughout the year it is always daylight between the hours of 9.0 am and 4.0 

pm.  Similarly, it is always ‘night’ between the hours of 10.0 pm and 5.0 am.  Between 5.0 am 

and 9.0 am and between 4.0 pm and 10.0 pm daylight varies across the year.  The following 

table shows usage of the Comber Greenway across these time periods in June 2020 and 

December 2020. 

 June 2020 December 2020 Reduction 

5.0 am – 9.0 am 4600 1400 - 70% 

9.0 am – 4.0 pm 20600 13200 - 36% 

4.0 pm – 10.0 pm 14900 2500 - 83% 

Before 5.0 am or after 10.0 pm 500 100 - 80% 

TOTAL 40600 17200 - 58% 

 

The figures illustrate that there is a more marked reduction in the use of the greenway as the 

days get shorter.  While it is used widely during daylight hours all year round as both a leisure / 

recreational resource and as a commuting corridor, its use diminishes considerably – particularly 

as the evenings become shorter.   Many more people would have the opportunity to use it in the 

evening were there to be sufficient lighting to enable people to cycle, walk and run in safety.    

Importantly, lighting at either end of the day may assist people to use the greenway for cycle 

commuting in the early morning or late in the evening in winter, thus taking increasing numbers 

of cars off the roads at peak times with the attendant reduction in congestion and damaging 

emissions.      

Although the effects of lighting a traffic-free route may seem obvious, it is worth pointing out 

some of the pros and cons.    

Consistent lighting along the route would enable users to orientate themselves and navigate the 

route ahead more easily.  This is of benefit to local residents who may not be totally familiar 

with using the greenway, as well as visitors and tourists.  Enabling people to orientate 

themselves easily may be of use to businesses along the urban areas of the greenway who may 

wish to attract more custom from greenway users.  

Properly designed lighting can help users avoid collisions; this is particularly beneficial during 

low-light conditions in early morning and evening, where other users are likely to be on the 

greenway.    

Good lighting can help users detect potential hazards, making the greenway more attractive for 

use by older people and those with reduced mobility.   
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Importantly, lighting would discourage potential criminal activity and increase a sense of 

personal security for users.   A 2008 academic review1 of the effects of street lighting looked at 

five reports where the level of anti-social behavior and crime had been measured both before 

and after the installation of improved street lighting.   In four out of five of these reports, the 

level of criminality was found to have dropped significantly.   The review suggested that street 

lighting was an effective method of strengthening informal social cohesion through encouraging 

more use of the streets and investment in the neighbourhood. 

It is always important to consider possible negative impacts, such as:  

 Potential increase in levels of light pollution; 

 The visual impact of lighting equipment;   

 Intrusion on nearby properties and privacy issues; 

 Risk of exposure to vandalism; 

 Impact on the environment 

 Energy usage; and 

 Costs of installation, operation and maintenance. 

With careful planning and intelligent siting of lighting systems, the above impacts can all be 

mitigated and reduced.  Using solutions which provide a lower level of illumination but are less 

intrusive and cheaper, lower height fittings and lower brightness levels to control light 

distribution, and switching off at night (e.g. between 12 midnight and 5.00 am – in 2020/21 

there were fewer than 600 journeys (0.15% of the total) on the greenway during these hours). 

An ecological survey and bat survey was carried out on the Comber Greenway in 2018.  This 

survey identified large colonies of different bat specifies.  Bats are protected under the 

Conservation (Natural Habitats &c) Regulations 1994, and therefore any lighting system would 

need to sympathetic to their habitat. 

In 2013 over 300 residents and a range of project stakeholders were consulted about potential 

24 hour opening and lighting of the Connswater Community Greenway2.   The results indicated 

that local people saw clear benefits in the presence of the greenway – 72% felt that ‘improving 

the quality of life for people in the community’ was a major benefit of the greenway, with 90% 

of stakeholders seeing walking as a major benefit.   Responding to questions focusing on lighting 

and 24 hour opening, 85% of residents and 82% of stakeholders believed that lighting the 

greenway 24 hours a day would improve people’s sense of personal safety.  Additionally, 75% of 

residents and 70% of stakeholders believed that 24-hour greenway opening would promote 

positive use of the amenity. 

  

                                                

 

 

1  Welsh, B., and Farrington, D.F. (2008). Effects of Improved Street Lighting on Crime. Campbell 

Collaboration Systematic Review. Campbell Collaboration: Norway. 

2 Connswater Community Greenway Evaluation report 2014 – engagement survey 
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Options  
 

The environmental issues and presence of bats has limited the options that could be used for 

lighting the greenway.  Accordingly, we have consulted with the Northern Ireland Environment 

Agency. 

The lighting proposed comes out of extensive research on bat-friendly lighting.  The design 

proposes a red spectrum of light with back spill louvres and 4m rather than 5m columns, as 

depicted in Section 5.  This type of system would mean that bats would continue to behave in 

the same manner under this lighting as they would in darkness.  It is also proposed that the 

lighting only operates during the hours of darkness and to switch the lights off between the 

hours of 12am and 5am.  

The Department is seeking your views on three options.   The selected option will be shaped by a 

variety of factors, including costs, available resources and environmental factors.  However, the 

views and comments of local people and those who have a stake in the use and development of 

the greenway are also at the heart of the decision making process.  The three options are as 

follows:     

Option 1 – Do nothing, leave the greenway as it is.       
Under this option there would be no investment.   The physical footprint of the greenway would 

remain unchanged, and the Department would not have to make available budget for adding 

lighting.   There would be no additional impact on local wildlife, such as bats, and no 

requirement for potentially disruptive work to be carried out along the route.     

The use of the greenway during the evenings and early mornings would remain low, and the use 

of the route for generating modal shift from driving to walking and cycling would be hampered.  

Furthermore, this valuable community resource will remain under-utilised.  

    

Option 2 – Install lighting on the urban section of the greenway between 
Beersbridge Road and Billy Neill Halt 
The section between Beersbridge Road and Billy Neill Halt is largely urban and suburban. 

Under this option higher use of the greenway could continue during the darker autumn, winter 

and spring early mornings and evenings.  This would facilitate modal shift for commuting and for 

walking and cycling to school.  The community resource would also be better utilised.   The 

physical footprint of the greenway would remain unchanged. 

There would be minimal impact on local wildlife, such as bats due to the nature of the design.  

This design would minimise overspill to back gardens because of it being low level and louvre at 

the back of the light head.  

There is, however, the cost and requirement for work to be carried out along the route, 

although this should be relatively short term and minimal as ducting is largely in place already.     

 

Option 3 – Install lighting on the whole greenway between Beersbridge Road and 
Comber 
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The section between Billy Neill Halt and Comber is rural in nature. 

This option would simply extend Option 2 the whole way to Comber and would provide lighting 

on the rural part of the greenway in addition to the urban / suburban part.  It would therefore 

extend the benefits of lighting to the whole greenway at additional cost.  Usage levels on the 

rural part of the greenway are estimated at around two thirds of the urban part – mainly due to 

fewer walking journeys.  There is no ducting in place on this section of the greenway but it would 

be installed as part of a further widening project were this option to be selected. 

 

If the outcome of the consultation is that lighting be not provided, the Department would not 

propose to undertake any further work in relation to lighting the Comber Greenway.  If the 

outcome of the consultation is that lighting be provided, this would initially be done on a trial or 

pilot basis to determine whether lighting made a material difference to usage patterns. 
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Lighting design details     

The design is such that it will have minimal effect on local wildlife, such as bats and will include a 

back louvre on the rear of the light head.  This will minimise the overspill not only to the greenway 

beyond the path but also on neighbouring properties as illustrated below. 

 

Comber Greenway shows controlled light distribution without back louvre 

 

Comber Greenway shows controlled light distribution with back louvre 
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Designers have also developed a rendering of what the lighting will look like on the Greenway path 

as below. 

 

Visualisation (render) of Comber Greenway lighting 
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Visualisation (render) of Comber Greenway lighting 
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A similar scheme showing proposed lighting  
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How to respond 

To respond please use the SURVEY link here https://consultations.nidirect.gov.uk/dfi-

active-travel-branch/lighting-of-the-comber-greenway 

  

You can also send any views, comments or observations, via email or post to: 

activetravel@infrastructure-ni.gov.uk  

or 

 Active Travel Branch 

Department for Infrastructure 

Rm. 3.09 

Clarence Court 

10-18 Adelaide Street 

Belfast 

BT2 8GB 

 

Whilst it may not be possible for the Department to address all of the issues raised, 

responses will be recorded and collated, and will form an important part of the body of 

evidence used to inform policy decisions 

  

https://consultations.nidirect.gov.uk/dfi-active-travel-branch/lighting-of-the-comber-greenway
https://consultations.nidirect.gov.uk/dfi-active-travel-branch/lighting-of-the-comber-greenway
mailto:activetravel@infrastructure-ni.gov.uk
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Consultation Questions 
 

The following questions are provided as a guide to assist you in considering the issues relevant to 

this consultation.    

Q1: How often do you use the greenway: 

(a) Don’t use it; 

(b) Occasionally (up to 3 times a year); 

(c) Frequently (up to once a week); or 

(d) Regularly (several times a week or daily)? 

 

 

Q2: Do you feel that lighting the greenway would be: 

generally a good thing? 

generally a bad thing?   

Please provide any reasons for your choice.  

 

Q3: Does your property border the greenway? 

 

Q4: If lighting was provided along the greenway would it encourage you to use it during the hours 

of darkness? 

 Yes 

No (a) I still would not use it at night even if it was lit. 

No (b) It would make no difference as I would use the greenway at night whether it was lit 

or not. 

 

Q5: If you would classify yourself as an occasional user, do you think that the addition of lighting 

would cause you to consider using the greenway more often?  

 

Q6: The proposal for lighting is only for the hours of darkness except when they are switched off 

between 12.00 midnight and 5.0 am.  Accordingly, which is your preferred option? 

(a) Option 1 – Do nothing, leave the greenway as it is with no lighting; 

(b) Option 2 – install lighting on the greenway between Beersbridge Road and Billy Neill Halt;  

(c) Option 3 – Install lighting on the whole greenway between Beersbridge Road and Comber. 


